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Abstra t
This essay builds a simple model to analyse the dynami s of adoption
between two
adoption

ompeting ideas, when there are network externalities, and

osts. It shows that be ause of the externalities, the adoption

path is very sensitive to the distribution of adoption

osts in the popula-

tion. It also shows that a benevolent  ommuni ator

an take advantage

of this by altering this distribution, and by doing so altering the nal
out ome of the adoption pro ess and the speed at whi h it is rea hed.

1 Introdu tion
When a s ienti

dis overy is made, its results

an sometimes take a very long

time to rea h the laymen and be ome part of the  ommon knowledge, despite
the fa t that it might be have a dire t impa t on everyday's lives. For instan e,
how many people still think that gastri

ul ers are

aused by stress, whereas

ba terial infe tion has been shown to be their main
years ago?

1 The problem of information diusion

ause more than twenty

an even be more patent in

∗ This extended essay was written under the supervision of Dr Gilat Levy, for the MS
E onomi s at the London S hool of E onomi s. I wish to deeply thank Antoine Champetier,
Paulo Cox, Tim Ohlenburg and Emily Far hy for pre ious insights and very fruitful dis ussions.

1 Marshall and Warren suggested this hypothesis in 1983.
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some developing

ountries, in whi h latest developments remains unheard of for

even longer periods be ause of illitera y and the la k of s ien e journalism.
The dis repan y between quality and ee tive su

ess has already been stud-

ied in the literature of te hnology adoption in the 1980s.

Katz and Shapiro

[1986℄ showed in their seminal work how, in a setting with network externalities,
a te hnology might rea h market superiority even though it is te hnologi ally
inferior.

If we think of ideas and dis overies as standards, the analogy with

this framework might prove useful to explain the slowliness of new, better ideas
and pra ti es to gain popularity.
out, network externalities

an

Indeed, as Farrell and Saloner [1985℄ point

reate ex ess inertia in the adoption of a new

te hnology; this is the phenomenon that will be at work here to slow down the
adoption of the new idea.
Contrary to the te hnology adoption literature however, I fo us on the

nami s

of adoption. This essay models in a very simplisti

way the

dy-

hoi e of

a population between an old and a new idea or pra ti e, ea h individual making the de ision to adopt or not the new idea. Its main dieren e lies in the
repeatition of this

hoi e at every period (instead of a two-period model), and

in the existen e of a

ost of adoption, whose distribution among the population

an greatly alter the dynami s of adoption. Also it analyses the possible ee ts
of publi

ommuni ation, i.e. a pedagogi

or vulgarisation eort, in fa ilitating

the adoption of the new idea.
The essay is organised as follows. Se tion 2 introdu es the framework of individual de ision that will be used. Se tion 3 fo uses on the dynami s of adoption,
and how it is ae ted by the distribution of adoption osts, the quality of the two
ompeting ideas, and the degree of network externalities. Se tion 4 addresses
the potential impa t of a publi
adoption. Se tion 5

ampaign of information on the dynami s of

on ludes.
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2 Setting up the framework
2.1 S ienti dis overy
Let's
one

onsider two

ompeting ideas that we

hara terised by a quality parameter

new theory. If we pla e ourselves in the

all

qO

O

and

N

for the old theory and

ontext of a s ienti
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be a histori ally adopted theory or pra ti e , whereas
pra ti e ; we may safely assume

qO < qN ,

for old and new. Ea h

N

qN

dis overy,

for the

O

an

is the new theory or

that is, that the new theory improves

upon the old one.
This parametrisation of the quality of an idea might seem debatable. As the
parameters

qO

and

qN

do not depend on the individuals, the quality of ea h idea

an be said to be obje tive. And after all, it is often hard to assess the obje tive
quality of an idea; as it is often the

ase, one

an only do it retrospe tively.

But in this model, I assume that individuals are able to derive some utility
from the idea itself.
has in believing in it.

One might think of this quality as the benet a user
It might for instan e be a pra ti e related to hygiene,

and believing in the idea (or adopting the pra ti e) will improve individuals'
health, and maybe life expe tan y; or more guratively, individuals might derive
some utility from a better explanation of the phenomenon surrounding them, by
statisfying their

uriosity towards the world. These examples provide possible
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justi ation for an obje tive quality of an idea .
Moreover, I assume that ea h idea generates positive network externalities:
the benet of adopting one idea (or pra ti e) is greater if the network size
is great, that is, if a lot of people already adopt that idea.

This allows for

modelling the so ial inuen e that might substantially ae t a personal de ision
be ause of peer-pressure, san tion on deviants, or an inner taste for
Simply put, the externalities

an be viewed as the so ial

onformism.

omfort derived from

2 I use the words theory and pra ti e indierently, and with the hope that what is said
in this essay

an be generalised to both.

3 See Popper [1963℄ for a more philosophi al theory of obje tive quality or, as the author

puts it, their relative potential satisfa toriness depending on their testability and empiri al
ontent.
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believing the same things as surrounding people. The fundamental inuen e of
onformism on individual de ision-taking is well-do umented in the literature,
espe ially in so iology. On the e onomi s side, Jones [1984℄ des ribes several
examples in luding

ollege students, soldiers and workers. Or, to stay within

the medi al eld, the externalities

an be used show that one's a tion may do

little if it is isolated: the benet for someone's washing her hands is greated if
everyone around her also wash their hands.
It is noteworthy to mention that this model does not try to provide an
explanation for

onformism itself.

Although the dynami s of the system will

bring a state of the world in whi h the whole population might adopt the same
theory, it is rather a

onsequen e of the externality assumption, that is of the

onformism assumption, rather than an explanation.
theory of

onformism as a

in Bikh handani

et al.

onsequen e of informational

An original, inspiring
as ades

an be found

[1992℄.

If the dieren e in quality of the theories is what may indu e some individuals
to adopt the new theory, the positive network externalitiesasso iated with a
ost of adoptionwill

reate inertia, attra tion to the more popular idea and

provide dynami s. Therefore the population will not adopt the idea straight,
that is, the system will not jump to its nal level, but will

dynami ally

rea h it.

2.2 Spe ifying the individual's utility fun tion
At every period, ea h individual de ide whether or not to adopt the new theory, based on several

onsiderations. As explained, ea h individual derives an

obje tive utility from ea h idea, as well as a positive externality.
The positive externality is here
model tra table.

aptured in very simple way, to make the

Departing from Katz and Shapiro [1986℄, I assume that the

marginal benet of an in rease in the network size (the subset of population with
the

onsidered belief ) is

is simply a fra tion

onstant. In other words, the externality for

η>0

of the network size.
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onformity

However I make an additional assumption and, following Cabral [1990℄, I introdu e an observation lag: ea h individual uses the
its de ision. If we denote by
hosen

N

in period

(resp.

t

Nt

O) in period t,

is therefore

for the system. It

η · Nt−1 .

Ot )

(resp.

lagged network size to make

the share of the population having

the positive externality re eived by adopting
This assumption is

N

ru ial to provide dynami s

an be motivated in dierent manners. Either by appealing to

the bounded rationality framework, assuming that individuals

annot pro ess

information instantaneously. Or, within the rational expe tations framework,
by assuming that individuals do not a
(badly) have to assume
the same as previously.

ess

E(Nt ) = Nt−1 ,

urrent information, and therefore

i.e. that the future network size to be
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On the other hand, the

ost of adoption of

N

varies a ross individuals. This

allows for heterogenous agents, some of them being more psy hologi ally exible
than others, more open to new ideas, or better edu ated maybe, thus needing
less eorts to grab and adopt the new idea. Let
individual

i

; I assume that there is a

hara teristi

ual

i

t ≥ 1,

noting that

for either sti king to

O,

=





 uit (N ) =

N,

the utility derived by individ-

is:

qO + η · (1 − Nt−1 )

qN + η · Nt−1 − ci

Notably, in this setup, individuals are not to go ba k to
adopted

N.

The adoption

4 A more realisti

ost of adoption for

[0, 1].

Ot−1 = 1 − Nt−1,

or adopting




uit (O)




be the

ontinuum of individuals, and that their

ost parameter is distributed on

In period

ci

0

on e they have

hoi e is irrevo able.

expe tation for individuals would be to assume, badly again, a given

E(Nt ) = (1 + δ)Nt−1 . This only makes adoption faster by
in reasing the network externality, but does hange the underlying adoption dynami s.
growth rate of network, so that
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3 The dynami s of adoption
The model starts at

t = 0;

using our notation:

N0 = 0 .

at the beginning all the individuals are on
The new idea arrives at

the rst period at whi h agents

t = 1,

O,

that is,

whi h is ee tively

an take de isions.

From the individual utility fun tion, it is straightforward to see that individual

i

will adopt at period

t

if

ci ≤ q − η + 2 η Nt−1

where

q = qN − qO

(1)

3.1 Corner ases
Be ause

ci

is distributed between 0 and 1, let's rst remark that if

there will no adoption. Indeed, at the start,
Therefore, in period
means that if

q ≤ η,

1, there will be no ci

N0 = 0 ,

so that

q ≤ η,

q − η + 2 η N0 ≤ 0 .

that veries equation (1). This simply

the externality fa tor still outweighs the benet of the new

idea. The dieren e in quality between the old and the new idea is not enough to
push the system from the low equilibrium to a higher; there is

ex ess inertia 5 , a

phenomenon that has long been identied in settings with network externalities
(Arthur [1989℄). Instead of moving towards a new equilibrium in whi h more
people would benet from the idea, the system remains stu k be ause of high
externalities.
Similarly, if the quality is very high
the adoption of the new idea

N

ompared to the weight of externalities,

will be instantaneous.

q −η ≥ 1, then at t = 1, all individuals will satisfy the
The benet from

More spe i ally, if

ondition given by eq. (1).

hanging the idea is signi antly high to

inertia towards the old idea. The system will jump from

ounterbalan e the

N0 = 0 to N1 = 1 (and

stay there subsequently).

5 This expression is found in Farrell and Saloner [1985℄ and highlights the deliberate similitude between te hnology adoption and theory adoption.
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3.2 Non-trivial ases: sensibility to skewness
Let's now assume that the parameters

q

and

η

are su h that

q − η ∈ [0, 1].

Then

eq. (1) will not be trivially veried for all or none of the individuals. Instead,
at ea h period, only a fra tion of the population will adopt
adoption, c, is distributed a

ording to the

N.

umulative distribution

then using eq. (1), the share of the population having adopted

{Nt }t≥0 ,

is given by:

(2)

the sequen e of adoption,

omes dire tly from

the assumption that individuals only take the lagged network size into a
Equation (2) gives a

ost of

F c over [0, 1],

Nt = F c (q − η + 2η · Nt−1 )

∀t ≥ 1,

The re ursive nature of

N

If the

ount.

learer insight as to how this assumption provides dynami s

for the model. Be ause individuals depend on the previous period state of the
world, at a given period, the share of support for

N

will depend on its value

the period before. Consequently, for a given set of parameters
possible to deterministi ally infer the path of adoption for
time, the share of population that has adopted
quality premium of the new idea,
aptured by
(se tion 3.3).

η

aptured by

is an in reasing fun tion of the

q.

The impa t of externalities,

Naturally, this path will highly depend, through

ase later on

F c (·),

on the

ci .

Figure 1 shows how the path of adoption

an be highly ae ted by the shape

ost distribution, espe ially by its skewness. I used a beta distribution,

whi h has nite support

[0, 1],

for its versatility: it allows for easy variation in

the skewness of the distribution.

path,

it will be

Also, at a given

is ambiguous, and will be studied in a spe ial

distribution of the

of the

N

N .6

(q, η),

i.e. the evolution of

Nt ,

population. For parameters

7 Using

q = 0.75; η = 0.55,

I plot the

for slightly dierent distributions of

α = 4.8; β = 5.2,

adoption

ost in the

that is, when the population are

6 However, individuals in this setting do not have enough information to determine the
future path. For instan e, they ignore the distribution of adoption

osts.

√

7 For beta distribution with parameters α and β , the skewness is: 2(β − α) α +√β + 1 .

(α + β + 2) αβ

Therefore, the distribution of
viduals, when

ost will be skewed to the left, that is, towards low- ost indi-

α < β.
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Nt
α = 4.8 ; β = 5.2
α=β=5
α = 5.2 ; β = 4.8

1.0

0.5

0.5

−0.0

10

1.0

(a) Three beta distributions of

ci ,

with

slight variation in the skewness

Fig. 1: Adoption path of
for panel (b) are

20

t

30

(b) Adoption path: evolution of

Nt

over

time

N with beta distributions for ci (no media). Fixed parameters
q = 0.75; η = 0.55. Adoption path is highly ae ted by small

variations in the distribution of adoption

mostly low- ost adopters (distribution of

osts in the population.

ost slightly skewed to the left), the

path of adoption is very fast. It only takes eight periods for the whole population
to adopt the new idea. As a
(α

= β = 5)

to settle on

omparison, with symmetri

distribution of

ost

among individuals, it takes 27 periods for the whole population

N

(the uniform distribution studied in subse tion 3.3 is a spe ial

8

ase ).
On the other hand, when high- ost individuals are majoritarian in the population (α

= 5.2; β = 4.8),

a very interesting phenomenon appears.

idea N never fully rea hes the population.
population that will sti k to
of the population in that
the s ienti
tion.

O.

The new

There always remains a share of the

In our example,

lim Nt ≈ 0.02407, so the
∞

share

ase is substantial (97.6%). It is therefore possible for

dis overy to remain

onned to a very small share of the popula-

9 More surprisingly: despite the in reasing nature of

Nt ,

this state of the

world is stable in the long term.

8 A beta distribution is uniform over [0, 1] when α = β = 1.
9 The ondition for this is that there exists an x ∈ [0, 1] su h that x = F c (q − η + 2η · x),

whi h is unfortunately very hard to solve for non-trivial distributions.
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The main point of this estimation is to show that (a) the steady state of
adoption is very sensitive to the distribution of

ost in the population, and

(b) there may only be a share (possibly small) of the population that adopts
the idea, even in innite time. Intuitively it is easy to understand that a so iety
with a high proportion of low- ost (exible) individuals is more likely to adopt
the new idea. Conversely, in a less exible so iety, the spread of the new idea
will be blo ked by the high share of high- ost individuals, be ause the size of

Nt

does not rea h a

riti al mass soon enough to attra t high- ost individuals.

In our model, the importan e of the media relies spe i ally on sensibility of
adoption to the

ost distribution ( f. se tion 4).

3.3 Uniform distribution for adoption ost
Let's now fo us on a more neutral
the impa t of the parameters
distributed uniformely over

q

ase, that will be easier to handle to assess

and

[0, 1].

η,

by assuming that the adoption

Then,

∀x ∈ [0, 1], F c (x) = x.

ost is

Transposing

this to the general re ursive equation (2) and using iterative substitution, we
obtain the formula:

∀t ≥ 1,



Nt = min (q − η)

t−1
X
j=0



(2η)j ; 1

(3)

For now, let's fo us on the periods in whi h the idea has not fully been adopted,
that is when

Nt < 1 .

Then, as a geometri al series,

1 − (2η)t
Nt = (q − η)
1 − 2η


Nt



(4)

As a rst observation, at a given time, the magnitude of
on

(q − η);

an be rewritten:

Nt

depends positively

this is in line with the results from se tion 3.1. Intuitively, if the

quality premium
externalities

q

of the new idea is really high

η , adoption will o

ompared to the weight of

ur very fast, be ause the for e driving adoption

is greater than inertia.
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Using eq. (3), we

an also study the

shape

of the adoption path, by noting

that

∆Nt ≡ Nt − Nt−1 = (q − η)(2η)t−1
whi h

learly brings two possible

Case 1

If

η > 1/2,

then

∆Nt

(5)

ases, if we still assume that

q > η.

is in reasing over time, whi h means that every

further step towards full adoption is bigger. The snowball ee t
externality is strong enough to
ostly to

1.

ounterbalan e the fa t that it is always more

onvin e people as we move towards the high- ost spe trum of the

population.
bound

Therefore

Nt

will exponentially grow, until it rea hes its upper

The time at whi h

N

rea hes full adoption is given by:



where

⌈·⌉

Case 2
Nt

is the

If

 ln
tf (q, η) = 






q+η−1
q−η
ln(2η)

0 < η < 1/2,

then

∆Nt

N

q−η
[1 − (2η)t ]
1 − 2η

q+η <1

(q − η)

ase where

(6)

Nt

=⇒

η = 1/2,

N

might not rea h the whole

tends towards

to be fully adopted is that

the timing of full adoption. Otherwise,

In the spe ial







is de reasing over time, whi h means that

is growing logarithmi ally, and therefore,

ondition for



eiling fun tion.

population. Given that
the

reated by

q + η > 1.

q−η
1 − 2η

Then, eq. (6) still gives

lim Nt =
∞

q−η
<1
1 − 2η

(7)

Nt grows linearly,


(q − η)−1 periods.

eq. 5 indi ates that

Figure 2 shows how the shape, growth rate and limit values of

q

η < 1/2,

will never rea h its upper bound :

at every period. Full adoption is rea hed in

by the quality premium

when

and the externality weight

parti ular, for a given quality premium

η,

Nt are ae

ted

as explained above. In

q , gure 2 shows how small
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by

hanges in

η

Nt
1.0

q = 0.55 ; η = 0.38
q = 0.55 ; η = 0.46
q = 0.55 ; η = 0.54

0.5

10

20

30

t

40

Fig. 2: Adoption path of N when ci is uniformally distributed (no media). Note that
for η > 1/2, Nt grows exponentially. When q + η < 1, N is never fully adopted.

an dramati ally ae t the shape of the adoption path for the new idea and
possibly, its long term out ome. Several points are noteworthy:
1. Even though the inertia due to the externalities might be low, the idea
will not spread totally if its quality is also low (q

= 0.55 ; η = 0.38

in our

example).
2. For a given quality, a more explosive path does not ne essarily lead to
earlier full adoption. This is be ause an in reased
on

∆Nt ,

as dened in eq. 5. In our example, when

is rea h in 27 periods, wheras for higher

η = 0.54

η

has a mixed ee t

η = 0.46,

full adoption

(exponential growth) it

takes 29 periods.
3. In the

ase where

η < 1/2

(logarithmi

growth), the lower is the steady-

state level that will ultimately be rea hed by
rate in the early period (in our example,

0.38

and when

η = 0.46).

Nt ,

the higher is the growth

ompare adoption when

η =

This is be ause lower externality does not

hamper adoption at the beginning, but in the same time it fails to give
the dynami s enough momentum to

All these results tend to
hanging the distribution of

onvin e high- ost

onsumers.

omplement those from se tion 3.2.
osts in the population, I

Instead of

hanged the quality pre-

mium and the externality fa tor, and looked at how it ae ted the adoption or
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partial adoption of the dis overy. It is interesting to see that, in a way similar
to se tion 3.2, the system evolution is very sensitive to small deviations. This
sen espe ially when parameters
is

lose to 1/2, and to

q

and

η

are

lose to

riti al values, i.e. when

η

q.

4 The impa t of publi

ommuni ation

The extra-sensitivity of the adoption path to the parameters involved imply that
small

hanges may have a great impa t on the nal out ome of the adoption,

and the speed at whi h it is rea hed. I now turn to the impli ations of this for
publi

ommuni ation. Indeed, if a small

a substantial

hange in the parameters

hange in the out ome, a benevolent planner might

an indu e

hoose to do

so in order to rea h a better out ome. I do not provide here a welfare analysis;
however I study the potential impa t of publi

ommuni ation on the out ome.

More spe i ally I analyse situations in whi h publi
very ee tive, and whi h, on the

ommuni ation might be

ontrary, where it has no ee t on the out ome.

It would be hard to argue that media intervention

ould

hange the given

parameters of the setting, that is the quality of the ideas, or the externality
fa tor, whi h is spe i
more simple terms the
from it, publi

to the population studied. However, by explaining in
ontent of the dis overy, and how individuals

ommuni ation

setting, it a ts as a pedagogi

an benet

an make the adoption of the idea easier. In this

tool to fa ilitate the adoption of the dis overy. In

line with the previous se tion, I now investigate two ways of integrating publi
intervention in our initial setting.

4.1 Media intervention as ost redu tion
The most straightforward manner to model the benet of publi

ommuni a-

tion is to assume that it works towards the redu tion of adoption

ost. Publi

ommuni ation takes the form of an explanation or a promotion of the dis overy, whi h is not target towards a parti ular part of the population, but instead
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rea hes everyone.
one's

Thus, I assume that publi

ost of adoption by a fra tion

N

to adopt

individual

i

is now assumed to be

µ.

ommuni ation redu es every-

Instead of

(1 − µ) · ci .

ci ,

The

the

ost for individual

i

ondition for adoption by

, previously given by eq. (1), is now:

1
(q − η + 2 η Nt−1 )
1−µ

ci ≤

Not mu h would be

(8)

hanged here, and we would roughly the same results

as before, if it wasn't for the following additional assumption. I assume that
publi

ommuni ation

annot o

Instead, I assume that the

ur at the very period beginning of the pro ess.

ommuni ator (be it the government, a NGO, a pro-

fessional so iety, et .) needs to assess the trend of the adoption path to see if it
needs to

ommuni ate. A possible explanation

ould be that the

ommuni a-

tor itself is not immediately aware of the adoption phenomenon. For instan e,
a government may have a bird's eye view and therefore might not be able to
know about
adopted
li

N,

N

and its importan e unless a

whi h makes its

ommuni ation

an o

whi h I denominate
Before that, the old
adoption

ertain share of the population have

ase visible to the government. Therefore, no pub-

ur until the share

θ ∈ (0, 1).

Nt

has rea hed a

riti al threshold,

This means that eq. (8) is only valid if

Nt−1 ≥ θ.

ondition (eq. (1)) is still used by individuals to make their

hoi e.

4.1.1 The onsequen e of dierent ost redu tions
As hinted in the previous se tion, gure 3 shows how the redu tion of adoption
ost

an dramati ally ae t the adoption path of

beta distribution of

ost (α

= β = 5),

N.

In the

the full adoption is largely a

it takes only

21

urs (if the benet

µ = 0,

periods when no

it amounts to no

ommuni ation),

periods when the adoption

periods when it is de reased by

5%.
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elerated, as

38

shows gure 3a. In our example, instead of full adoption in
ommuni ation o

ase of a bell-shaped

ost is de reased by

2%,

and 16

Nt

Nt

1.0

1.0
µ=0
µ = 0.02

0.5

0.5

µ = 0.05

θ

θ
10

20

(a) Beta distribution of
(α

t

30

20

osts

40

60

(b) Uniform distribution of

= β = 5) q = 0.74; η = 0.54

q = 0.51; η = 0.45

Fig. 3: The impa t of dierent media benets

µ

on the adoption path of

N

with beta

and uniform distributions for ci . The threshold of media intervention is

Similarly, even a small diminution in the

ost of adoption

alter the nal steady-state, as shows panel 3b in the
tion of

an

θ = 5%.

onsiderably

ase of a uniform distribu-

osts. Here, when the dis overy would not be fully adopted otherwise (in

our example, when

µ = 0 , Nt

tends towards

0.6), the publi

ommuni ation

hange this out ome. Depending on the level of benet from
the out ome
towards

t

80
osts

an

0.75.),

hange, either to higher steady-state (when

or it

an even rea h its upper bound

It is interesting to note that in the

1

an

ommuni ation,

µ = 2%, Nt

( ase when

tends

µ = 5%).

ase of uniform distribution, eq. (4)

an

now be rewritten with media as:

q−η
Nt =
1 − 2η − µ



2η
1−
1−µ

t !

(9)

whi h, as in se tion 3.3, brings two ases. With media, adoption will be explosive
if

2η > 1 − µ,

and logarithmi

otherwise (linear when

2η = 1 − µ).

This means

that with media benet, the level of externality inertia needed for the dis overy
to be exponentially adopted is
that the shape of adoption

1 − µ < 2η < 1,

lower.

So it might be the

hanges as the publi

ase (not pi tured here)

ommuni ation takes pla e. If

then before media intervention, the old dynami s still apply

14

and

Nt

will be growin logarithmi ally, be ause

is rea hed, then new dynami s prevail, and as

2η < 1.

But if the threshold

2η > 1 − µ,

the system will now

grow exponentially (and rea h full adoption for sure). Therefore, a
the

urvature of the adoption path o
Also, using eq. (9), we

addition that

q+η <1−µ

urs if these

q + η < 1,

and in

(that is: no full adoption), we have :

q−η
1 − 2η − µ

∞

(10)

ompare eq. (10) with eq. (7), the out ome rea hed when there is publi

intervention is approximately
for

hange in

onditions are met.

an show that, provided that

lim Nt ≈

If we

θ

1 − 2η
, whi
1 − 2η − µ

h is the

ase pi tured in gure 3b

µ = 0.02.
Note that the equality in eq. (10) would be stri t if the benet from publi

ommuni ation was felt from the very beginning, that is if
ase it is not, in the rst periods (when

Nt

θ

has not yet rea hed

that prevails is still the one without media, therefore

was zero. In the

θ),

the evolution

reating a little dieren e

in the limit that arises from this dieren e in the rst term of the series
However, if
be ause

θ

θ and µ are reasonably small, (a) this dis

repan y does not last long,

will be rea hed fast, and (b) event if it does it will be quite small due

to the fa t that a small
be ause

Nt .

Nt

µ

does not

reate mu h dieren e at the beginning,

is still small.

This brings us to a se ond question. After showing that small dieren es in
the media benet

an vastly ae t the out ome, and the speed at whi h it is

rea hed, I would like now to explore the impa t of dieren es in the intervention
threshold

θ.

4.1.2 Does timing matter?
Figure 4 (p.16) shows the impa t of dierent thresholds on the dynami s of
adoption. Panel 4a
distribution of

learly demonstrates that in the

osts, small

hanges in

15

θ

ase of a bell-shaped beta

the threshold of sensitivity for the

Nt

Nt

1.0

1.0
θ = 0.01

θ = 0.01

θ = 0.05

0.5

θ=1

0.5

θ = 0.07

θ = 0.59

θ=1

10

20

(a) Beta distribution of
(α

t

30

20

osts

= β = 5) q = 0.74; η = 0.54

60

t

80
osts

q = 0.51; η = 0.45

Fig. 4: The impa t of dierent intervention thresholds
with beta and uniform distributions for
is xed at

40

(b) Uniform distribution of

ci .

θ

on the adoption path of

N

The benet of media intervention

µ = 0.02.

ommuni ator greatly ae t the speed at whi h full adoption would otherwise
be rea hed. This result is parti ularly felt in small values of
publi

ommuni ation would o

in our example, it takes
in at

θ = 7%

but only

Therefore, in the
in

θ

30

21

ur on the atter part of

Nt

periods for full adoption when

urve. For instan e,
ommuni ation ki ks

ase of a bell-shaped distribution of

vention (here,

N.

is tending towards a limit lower than

1

Of

ase of a uniform

without media inter-

0.6 when θ = 1), then the timing of the publi

almost no impa t on the nal out ome.

θ = 5%.

osts, a small improvement

On the other hand, gure 4b tells a dierent story. In the

N

that is, when

when the threshold is slightly de reased, to

an indu e a mu h faster adoption of

distribution, if

θ,

ommuni ation has

ourse, as explained in se tion 4.1.1,

the out ome will be dierent from the one without any media intervention. But
the

omparison between situations when the treshold is

1%

and when it is

59%

(more than half of the population!) shows that the huge dieren e in thresholds
does not really alter the new steady-state level.

This means that even if the

ommuni ator is not very sensitive to the adoption path of
ally late (when

Nt

has almost rea hed its limit), it

16

N

and jumps in re-

an still lead a very ee tive

ommuni ation
steady-state.

ampaign, that will qui kly boost the adoption level to a higher

10

4.2 Media intervention as skewness hange
Finally, I model the ee t of publi

ommuni ation as a modi ation in the

skewness of the distribution of

osts. That is, I assume that when

tion o

osts shift slightly to the left, whi h amounts to

urs, the distribution of

ommuni a-

a de rease in the skewness of the distribution. This is a ma ros opi
view and therefore does not spe ify how the

ost

It is therefore less informative than the previous
a justi ation for publi

point of

hange for a given individual.
ase. However, it still provides

ommuni ation.

Nt
1.0

θ = 0.01
θ = 0.1
θ = 1 (no

0.5

10

20
N

Fig. 5: Adoption path of
muni ation

t

30
when

ci

is beta-distributed, and when publi

om-

hanges its skewness.

α = 5.1 ; β = 4.9.
4.9 ; β M = 5.1.

If publi

The original distribution parameters are
M
ommuni ation o urs, they be ome α
=

I have already show in se tion 3.2 how, in the
of

ommuni ation)

osts, dierent skewnesses

ase of a beta distribution

an lead to very dierent out omes in adoption.

Figure 5 shows that this result still holds even when the skewness hanges

during

the dynami s of adoption. The example pi tured here demonstrates that the
result are qualitatively similar to those of the previous se tion. More spe i ally,

10 The

ondition is that

that intervention does o

θ

is lower that the natural limit of

ur.
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Nt

without intervention, so

if the threshold of intervention is low enough, a small hange in the skewness
hange the

urvature of the adoption path, and

whereas it would not have been without publi
that the

N

to be fully adopted

ommuni ation (θ

hange of skewness used here is quite small: publi

hange the distribution parameters from

5.1,

an lead

whi h means that the

skewed to the left.
state level of

Nt

α = β = 5

ost distribution

= 0).

αM = 4.9 ; β M =
to slightly

11 It nonetheless leads to full adoption, instead of a steady-

around

10.9%.

an a

ase of a beta distribution, a

elerate the full adoption: here for instan e, the number

of periods before full adoption goes from 21 to 15 when the threshold is
instead of

θ = 1%

10%.

An advantage modelling the ee t of publi
the skewness is that it

targeted

Note

ommuni ation

hanges from symmetri

Moreover, as already hinted in gure 4a, in the
lower threshold

to

an

an more easily a

ommuni ation as a shift in

ount for

ommuni ation

ampaigns

towards a given part of the population, for instan e towards middle-

ost individuals in the peak of the
way I model it as a at rate

ost distribution. This is not the

ost redu tion, in se tion 4.1; then, media

ase in the
ampaign

is assumed to be universal and to rea h everyone. However, a drawba k of using
skewness
media

hange is that it makes it hard to quantify the potential

ost of the

ampaign, be ause it is hard to make a pre ise quantitative link between

the number of people targeted by the

ampaign and its target ee t on skewness.

In other words, it is hard to determine, for a given skewness
people should be targeted, and how should their

ost be

hange, how many

hanged.

5 Con lusion
This essay is a modest attempt to provide a possible explanation for the slowliness of adjustment after s ienti dis overies are made. It shows how both strong
positive externalities, and the distribution of adoption

osts in the population

11 See g. 1a for a graphi al representation of the hange implied, although the hange here
is even smaller.
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or, in other words, the edu ational stru ture of the population an greatly
ae t the out ome and timing of the adoption dynami s.

The main point of

this paper is to highlight the high sensitivity of the adoption path to those
ditions. This in turn makes possible, under some

on-

onditions, the use of publi

ommuni ation, or vulgarisation, to fa ilitate the adoption of the new idea or
pra ti e, and rea h a higher steady-state adoption level.
In my denominations, I have tried to stay as general as possible, so that
this framework

ould be used to analyse topi s as varied as the slow spread

of hygiene pra ti es in

ommunities,

ideologi al sti kiness

in philosophy, or the

longlasting inuen e of depre ated theories in s ien e.
The essay shows that a benevolent

ommuni ator

an take advantage of the

externalities to deeply alter the dynami s of adoption, using publi
tion to de rease the

ommuni a-

ost of adoption (or shift its distribution towards its lower

end). Consequently, it shows the possibility to rea h a higher equilibrium level,
where a bigger share of the population a tually adopts the better idea.
However, this simple model does not provide a

ost/benet analysis, that

ould help assess the  osts involved for the benevolent

ommuni ator to take

supporting a tions towards the new idea; an extension of the model
fore try to fo us on the
the

hange in

ould there-

ost distribution to evaluate more pre isely

osts involved and the expe ted benets in so ial welfare analysis.
Also, the model introdu ed here relies heavily on the assumption of network

externalities. Although there is supporting eviden e for this assumption, this
simple framework

ould be made more realisti

externalities among agents (some

by allowing for heterogenous

aring less about what the others do); and

possibly, by providing a rationale for this network externalities, for example by
assuming greater

ooperation in repeated games between players belonging to

the same network, to the same ideology.
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